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1. INTRODUCTION

Research Question

(1) The winner is … John!

(2)≠John is … John!

What’s the meaning of the subject NP 

in specificational sentences such as (1)?

ID: a (i.e., identified)

Content Features:

a is John,

a is a boxer,

a looks like      , etc.

2. FRAMEWORK
Reference File Theory (of my own)

i. Cognitive Foundations (Jackendoff 2012)

John is there!

Reference File

Reference is generally mediated

by a mental representation of the referent 

(“a reference file”).

ID: x

Content Features:

x is a puzzle piece,

x looks like

ID: y

Content Features: 

y is a puzzle piece,

y looks like

RFs constitute general cognitive abilities and

contains an ID as a part of data structure.

ID: constants (a, b, …) for identified referents or 

free variables (x, y, …) for unidentified ones.

ii. Pragmatic Foundations (Scott-Phillips 2015)

The way we humans verbally communicate:

Ostensive-inferential communication (OIC)
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Once we started OIC, conventional signs appeared 

for the first time, augmenting OIC, and

culturally evolving into full-fledged languages.

Implications of the scenario 

for the design of languages
• Only apt recursive mindreaders can communicate 

linguistically.

• Languages, being an OIC tool in nature, are 

designed and optimized for OIC.

Ex. Every language can encode info. structure. 

• The meanings of noun phrases also should be so.

ID: a

Content Features:

a is John,

a is a boxer,

a won the match,

a looks like      , etc.

ID: a

Content Features:

a is John,

a is a boxer,

a looks like      , etc.

John won the match 

yesterday.

We know much about

others’ mental states.

His John RF        Her John RF

Guess what I know

about you!

Whether true or not,

you can!

We’re all 

apt mindreaders!

The John RF he assumed she had

ID: a

Content Features:

a is John,

a is a boxer,

a looks like      , etc.

The mindreading ability, even before we started 

OIC, has been adaptive in societies, 

eventually evolving into a higher-order mental 

metarepresentation ability, which enables us to 

communicate ostensive-inferentially. 

A Scenario of Language Evolution

He intends me to 

believe that he 

intends me to 

believe that the 

bananas are tasty.
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3. ANALYSIS

ID: x

Content Feature:

x is the winner.

The winner is … John!

ID: a

Content Features:

a is John,

a is a boxer,

a is the winner,

a looks like      , etc.

ID: a

Content Features:

a is John,

a is a boxer,

a looks like      , etc.

Speaker’s John RF

Listener’s RFs 

before the utterance

What’s happening 

in their minds?

!

The winner is … John!

ID: x

Content Feature:

x is the winner.

ID: a

Content Features:

a is John,

a is a boxer,

a looks like      , etc.

The RFs the speaker assumes

the listener had before the utterance

↑ This RF is the 
meaning of the 

subject NP!

ID: a

Content Features:

a is John,

a is a boxer,

a is the winner.

a looks like      , etc.

Listener’s RFs 

after the utteranceThe listener, following the 

principles of relevance, 

set the ID free variable x to 

the constant a, 

thus merging these RFs 

into a single RF.

4. CONCLUSION

Answer to the research question

The meaning of a “non-referential” subject NP 

of a specificational sentence is…

• a reference file such that…

 the speaker assumes the listener has it 

in their mind

 with a free variable ID 

and a content feature <x is NP>

 The meaning of NPs are intended RFs.

The variable is to be fixed by the constant ID of 

the reference file linked to the other NP.

Other applications of the RF theory

Concealed Questions

(3) Tom doesn’t know the winner.

“The winner” corresponds to the RF

with a free variable ID in Tom’s mind.

Opaque contexts

(4) Oedipus wants to marry his mother.

False: if we take it that “his mother” 

corresponds to the RF in Oedipus’ mind.

True: if we take it that “his mother” 

corresponds to the RF in the audience’s.

And much more to come!
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